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The hydromagnetic squeeze flow and heat transfer of Jeffrey fluid in two plates over permeable medium is
investigated. The effects of slip condition and viscous dissipation are considered in the mathematical model.
Transformation of the partial differential equations (PDEs) to ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is performed
by imposing similarity variables. Numerical procedure of Keller-box is employed to solve the dimensionless
equations. The solutions for skin friction are compared with published solutions from the journal to validate the
current solutions and it is shown in close agreement. The physical behavior of velocity and wall shear stress
are analyzed for squeezing parameter. The results show the acceleration of wall shear stress and velocity when
the surfaces approaching each other. The increment of Jeffrey fluid and Hartmann parameters decrease the
velocity and temperature. The temperature and the rate of thermal transfer boosts with the existence of viscous
dissipation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Squeeze flow is produced by imposing the external stress
on the plates towards each other. The flow has obtained
great interest from scientists as the concept of squeeze
flow is useful in engineering applications involving model
of oil flow in the bearings, lubrication systems, injection
molding and hydraulic lifts.1 The fundamental research on
mathematical model of viscous fluid in the two moving
plates using lubrication system was introduced by Stefan.2

Following pioneer work of Stefan, many researchers have
carried out various research attempts on squeeze flow with
various configurations and boundary conditions.3–8

Jeffrey fluid is one of simpler model of non-Newtonian
fluid that exhibit both viscosity and elasticity properties.
It is categorized as shear thinning fluid due to the pres-
ence of yield stress and high shear viscosity. It acts sim-
ilar as Newtonian fluid when the shear stress applied is
greater than yield stress.9 The relaxation and retardation
times in Jeffrey fluid model is substantial to represent the
viscoelastic features in the polymer materials.10 Sharma
et al.11 reported that Jeffrey fluid is used for mathemati-
cal model of blood flow through narrow arteries. It is also
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implemented in biological system of fluid transport, which
known as peristalsis.12�13

The study of flow through porous medium has been a
growing research interest because of the current improve-
ment in the Darcy Law formula. It is found in natural and
industrial problems, especially in geophysical fluid dynam-
ics such as geothermal energy recovery, plasma studies,
oil extraction and nuclear reactors.14–16 Furthermore, the
research on flow of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is
important in the application of electromagnetic pump. The
pumping motion is generated mechanically by Lorentz
force.17–19 Several researchers have reviewed the flow of
Jeffrey fluid in various flow configurations. Hayat et al.20

analyzed the presence of suction and injection on MHD
squeeze flow of Jeffrey fluid in a permeable channel via
analytical approach of homotopy analysis method (HAM).
Muhammad et al.21 continued Hayat et al.20 work with
MHD flow across stretching lower plate. Further, Ahmad
and Ishak22 explored the mixed convection flow of Jeffrey
fluid near a stagnation point. The movement of flow is due
to the stretched vertical sheet under the impact of mag-
netic field. The problem was solved by imposing Keller-
box approach.
The above-mentioned literature discovers that the study

on squeeze flow of Jeffrey fluid with magnetic field is lim-
ited. Moreover, there is no study considering slip bound-
ary condition. Motivated by the cited papers, the present
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research investigates the heat transfer on unsteady MHD
squeezing flow of Jeffrey fluid in two surfaces across per-
meable medium. The velocity slip is taken into account
at the upper surface. The resulting equations are com-
puted via Keller-box technique. The present results are val-
idated through comparison with existing literature results
and revealed in close agreement. The behaviour of velocity
and temperature profile is examined graphically.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The time dependent MHD flow of Jeffrey fluid through
porous medium with slip velocity is considered. The
squeezing of two surfaces generates the flow in the chan-
nel. The distance of two surfaces is y = ±h�t� = ±l�1−
�t�1/2. The two surfaces are moving further as � < 0 and
the surfaces are moving closer as � > 0 till t = 1/� with
velocity vw�t� = ��h�t�/�t�. The lower plate is exerted
with the magnetic field B�t� vertically. Figure 1 illustrates
the geometrical model of Jeffrey fluid flow.
The governing equations of Jeffrey fluid are reduced

to the following equations using boundary layer
approximation23
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Here, the thermal diffusion of Jeffrey fluid is �f =
�k/�
c�f � and the permeability of porous medium is
k1�t�= k0�1−�t�.
The correlated boundary conditions (BCs) are24
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Fig. 1. Geometrical model.
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where N1�t�= N0�1−�t�1/2 represent momentum slip.
The similarity transformation applied in Usman et al.25

is imposed to transform the PDEs into dimensionless
ODEs;
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Substitute Eq. (7) into Eqs. (2)–(4) yields to obtain the
subsequent non dimensional equations.(
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with the non-dimensional BCs
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The pertinent terms in the non-dimensional equations are
described by
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The governing nonlinear ODEs (7)–(8) with BCs (9) and
(10) is resolved via Keller-box procedure. MATLAB soft-
ware is employed to obtain the graphical and numerical
outputs. Proper values of the step size, � = 0�01 and
boundary layer thickness, � = 1 are chosen to obtain the
accurate solutions. The variation in the current and for-
mer results of concentration, temperature and velocity is
described as convergence criterion. Calculation is ended
when the numerical outputs converging to 10−5.26 The four
steps in the Keller box scheme are:
(i) Convert the ODEs into a system of first order
equations.
(ii) The first order equations are discretized by imple-
menting the central difference approach.
(iii) Apply Newton’s method for linearization the govern-
ing equations.
(iv) The linear system is solved via block tri-diagonal
elimination approach.

The numerical calculations for various parameters S,
�1, Ha, Da, De, �, Ec and Pr are done to explore the
behaviour of velocity and temperature profile graphically.
The skin friction for different S values is compared with
Wang,4 Khan et al.7 and Naduvinamani and Shankar27 as
limiting cases and depicted in Table I. The proper agree-
ment is observed from the outputs.

The effects of S on velocity and temperature profiles
are analysed in Figures 2–4. The movement of surfaces
approaching closer is described by S > 0 and the move-
ment of surfaces separating apart is described by S < 0.
Figure 2 depicts the velocity decreasing as S > 0, mean-
while the velocity increasing as S < 0 in the boundary
layer. The fluid inside the channel is pushed out caused by
squeezing of surfaces, which resulting in decelerating the
velocity field. Meanwhile, the increment of velocity owing
to the fluid is pushed into the channel as the surfaces sepa-
rates further. The impact of S on axial velocity is portrayed
in Figure 3. It is noted that the area close to the lower
surface is 0≤< 0�45 and the area close to the upper sur-
face is 0�45≤  ≤ 1. For S > 0, the velocity slows down
as  < 0�45 and it elevates as  ≥ 0�45. For S < 0, the

Table I. Numerical results of −f ′′�1� for S when �1 →�, Da→�,
Ha= � = 0 and De= 10−10.

−f ′′�1�

Naduvinamani and
S Wang4 Khan et al.7 Shankar27 Present results

−0.9780 2�235 2�1915 2�1915 2�1917
−0.4977 2�6272 2�6193 2�6193 2�6194
−0.09998 2�9279 2�9277 2�9277 2�9277
0 3�000 3�000 3�000 3�000
0.09403 3�0665 3�0663 3�0663 3�0664
0.4341 3�2969 3�2943 3�2943 3�2943
1.1224 3�714 3�708 3�708 3�708

Fig. 2. Influence of S on f ��.

velocity rises as  < 0�45 and it reduces as  ≥ 0�45. The
fluid across the narrow channel rapidly when the surfaces
approaching one another and consequently, enhances the
velocity nearby the upper surface area. On the contrary, the
velocity drops due to the flow encounter more resistancy in
the wider channel. The cross-behavior of fluid flow arises
at the midpoint of boundary section. At the critical point
c = 0�45, no significant effect on the velocity is discov-
ered when varying squeeze values. The effects of S on
temperature field is displayed in Figure 4. The temperature
decreasing for S > 0 and it enhances for S < 0. When the
surfaces approach closer, the kinetic energy in fluid parti-
cles decelerates and thus, reduces the temperature of the
flow. The movement of plates did not vary the temperature
adjacent to the upper boundary  = 1.
The variation of �1 on velocity and temperature field

are illustrated in Figures 5–7. The radial velocity from
Figure 5 declines when �1 increasing. The reason is
that the intermolecular forcés of fluid particles become

Fig. 3. Influence of S on f ′��.
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Fig. 4. Influence of S on ���.

strenghten caused by the fluid viscosity rises as �1

increases. Hence, it has caused the fluid flow slowing down
in the channel. Figure 7 presents the axial velocity decreas-
ing as  ≤ 0�5 and it elevates as  > 0�5 with increment
in �1. The impact of �1 on temperature is demonstrated in
Figure 7. The temperature reduces with enhance in �1. It is
due to fact the higher flow viscosity strengthens the inter-
molecular forces of fluid particles. Hence, the decrease in
kinetic energy lead to the flow temperature declines.
Figures 8 to 10 reveal the variation of Ha on velocity

and temperature field. The reduction of normal velocity
is noticed from Figure 8 when Ha increases. Physically,
the magnetic field in the electrical conducted fluid gener-
ates Lorentz force. The presence of this force increases the
resistancy that oppose the flow in the channel. Figure 9
shows that for  ≤ 0�5, the axial velocity decelerates and
for  > 0�5, it accelerates for increasing Ha. The influence
of Ha on temperature is plotted in Figure 10. It is noted

Fig. 5. Influence of �1 on f ��.

Fig. 6. Influence of �1 on f ′��.

that the temperature dropping for ≤ 0�8 and it increasing
for  > 0�8 with raise in Ha.
The influence of Da on axial velocity is exhibited in

Figure 11. For  ≤ 0�5, the velocity elevating and for  >
0�5, it drops as Da increasing. The raise in the permeabil-
ity of porous medium boosts the fluid flow through porous
medium at the center of channel. Figure 12 demonstrates
the variation of � on axial velocity. The velocity slip at
the upper surface happens if the velocity of the surface
and the fluid velocity next to the surface is diverse. For
≤ 0�6, the velocity enhances and for  > 0�6, it decreas-
ing when � rises. The increment of � implies that more
fluid able to slip through the upper surface, which result in
the flow near the surface slows down. The effect of De on
axial velocity is displayed in Figure 13. The velocity accel-
erates nearby the lower surface and it declining nearby
the upper surface as De rises. The ratio of retardation
time to the time of observation is represented by Deborah
number. Retardation time is the delayed response to an

Fig. 7. Effect of �1 on temperature.
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Fig. 8. Influence of Ha on f ��.

Fig. 9. Influence of Ha on f ′��.

Fig. 10. Effect of Ha on temperature.

Fig. 11. Influence of Da on f ′��.

Fig. 12. Influence of � on f ′��.

Fig. 13. Influence of De on f ′��.
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applied stress or ‘delay of elasticity.’ The fluid has high
retardation time for increasing values of De. It shown that
the intermolecular forces between fluid particles strengthen
because the fluid reacts to the external force slowly. It
decelerates the flow next to the upper surface area.
Figure 14 describes the impact of Pr on temperature

field. The temperature in the flow elevates as Pr rises.
Prandtl number is the ratio of momentum diffusivity to
thermal diffusivity. The higher Pr lead to decline in ther-
mal diffusion of Casson fluid and thus, elevates the flow
temperature. The influences of Ec on temperature field is
presented in Figure 15. It is found that the temperature is
shown boosts with enhancement in Ec. The heat induction
caused by the friction of fluid particles in the high viscos-
ity flow is called viscous dissipation effect. High values
of Ec cause an increment in the kinetic energy. Thus, it
raises the friction amongst fluid particles, which resulting
in the elevation of the temperature field.

Fig. 14. Influence of Pr on ���.

Fig. 15. Influence of Ec on ���.

4. PHYSICAL QUANTITY OF INTEREST
Physically, the dimensionless parameters of interest in the
fluid are skin friction and Nusselt terms. The friction force
at the surface boundary is described by skin friction. More-
over, Nusselt term represent the rate of thermal transfer
in the fluid and surfaces. The terms of Cfx and Nux are
given as follows28

Cfx =
�B �1+ �1/�1�� ���u/�y��y=h�t�


f v
2
w

�

Nux =
−l�f ��T /�y�y=h�t�

�f Tw

The non-dimensional of Cfx and Nux are

l2

x2
�1−�t�RexCfx = �1+ �1/�1�� f

′′�1��√
�1−�t�Nux = −�′�1�

The numerical outputs of skin friction and Nusselt
parameters are demonstrated in Table II. The wall shear

Table II. Numerical results of −�1+1/�1�f
′′�1� for S, �1, Ha, Da, �

and De.

S �1 Ha Da � De −�1+1/�1�f
′′�1�

−1.5 1�5 0�1 1 0�01 0�01 4�444929
−1.0 4�866867
−0.5 5�253721
0 5�611752
0.5 5�945698
1.0 6�259225
1.5 6�555223
1.0 1�0 0�1 1 0�01 0�01 7�465567

1�5 6�259225
2�0 5�664561
2�5 5�310315
3�0 5�075164
3�5 4�907676

1.0 1�5 1�0 1�0 0�01 0�01 6�430432
1�5 6�640604
2�0 6�924462
2�5 7�273334
3�0 7�678004
3�5 8�129483

1.0 1�5 0�1 1�0 0�01 0�01 6�259225
1�5 6�161199
2�0 6�111640
2�5 6�081726
3�0 6�061708
3�5 6�047372

1.0 1�5 0�1 1�0 0�01 0�01 6�259225
0�03 6�985274
0�05 7�901797
0�07 9�095371
0�09 10�882458

1.0 1�5 0�1 1�0 0�01 0�010 6�259225
0�011 6�258774
0�012 6�258324
0�013 6�257874
0�014 6�257479
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Table III. Numerical results of −�′�1� for Pr and Ec when � =De=
0�01, Ha= �= 0�1, S = Da= 1 and �1 = Sc = R= 1�5.

Pr Ec −�′�1�

1.0 0�1 0�557395
1.5 0�827020
2.0 1�090918
2.5 1�349315
3.0 1�602427
1.5 0�1 0�827020

0�2 1�654041
0�3 2�481061
0�4 3�308081
0�5 4�135101
0�6 4�962122

stress elevates with enhance in S, Ha and �, meanwhile
it decreases for enhancing �1, Da and De. The squeezing
of surfaces raise the flow in the channel and consequently,
enhances the friction force within the fluid and the solid
boundary. The existence of Lorentz force and velocity slip
cause the wall shear stress accelerates. In contrast, the
deceleration of the wall shear stress is due to high values
of �1 and De boost the intermolecular force of fluid par-
ticles. It decelerates the velocity in the boundary region.
Besides, the flow via permeable medium encounter a drag
force, which result in the flow decreases. Therefore, the
drop in the velocity cause the wall shear stress declines.
Table III illustrates the impacts of Pr and Ec on Nusselt
number. The enhancement of Pr and Ec boost the rate of
thermal transfer. Nusselt number is the ratio of convection
thermal transfer to conduction thermal transfer. Higher Pr
and Ec values raise the flow temperature, which resulting
in the convective thermal transfer increases.

5. CONCLUSION
The unsteady MHD squeezing flow of Jeffrey fluid through
permeable medium in the presence of velocity slip and vis-
cous dissipation was explored numerically. The conversion
of governing PDEs to ODEs via dimensionless variables
is carried out. Numerical results are obtained using Keller
box method, and graphical solution are computed by MAT-
LAB software. The impact of S, �1, Ha, Da, �, De,
Pr and Ec on velocity and temperature are studied. The
important outcomes in the results are deduced as:
(1) The velocity adjacent the upper plate region increasing
as the surfaces approach closer �S > 0� and it decreasing
as the surfaces separate further �S < 0�.
(2) The wall shear stress elevating as S, Ha and � rises,
meanwhile it declining for enhancing �1, Da and De.
(3) The increment of �1, Ha, Da, � and De decelerate
the velocity nearby the upper plate area.
(4) The temperature and heat transfer rate boost for
increasing Pr and Ec.

The flow problem of present study is applicable to be
implemented in modelling water pressured nuclear reactor.

It is used in the nuclear power plants for electricity gener-
ation. Physically, the electricity induced by nuclear reac-
tor boosts under the impact of magnetic field in the fluid
flow. It is discovered that MHD exhibits the highest effi-
ciency of power conversion.29 The slip condition is consid-
ered in the boundary surface of nuclear reactor model for
adaptation in the practical industry. It is proposed as the
fluid velocity no longer adhere to the velocity of bound-
ary surface.30 Furthermore, the fluid flow with permeable
médium enhances the heat removal in the nuclear reactor.
It has caused the thermal hydraulic issues such as high
temperature fluctuations because of thermal striping and
stratifications decreases.31�32

For future works, it is recommended to further this
study by investigating unsteady squeezing flow of Jef-
frey nanofluid in the effect of thermal radiation. Many
researchers explored that the thermal conductivity of fluid
could be enhanced with the presence of nanoparticles. The
application of nanofluid as a coolants in thermal based
devices is important because it has result in energy saving
and emisión reduction.33�34

NOMENCLATURE
B Magnetic field

De Deborah number
Da Darcy number
h Distance between two surfaces

Ha Hartmann number
k1 Permeability of porous medium
l Initial distance of two surfaces

N1 Velocity slip
S Squeeze number
t Time

vw Velocity at upper surface
u Velocity in x direction
v Velocity in y direction

�x� y� Cartesian coordinates

Greek Symbols
� Constant
� Dimensionless length
 Boundary layer thickness
f Dimensionless velocity parameter
� Slip parameter
�f Kinematic viscosity
� Porosity of permeable medium

f Density of fluid
	 Electrical conductivity
�1 Ratio of relaxation and retardation times
�2 Retardation time
�f Kinematic viscosity
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